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U.S. Pledges to Completely Ban Coal
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Early this week, all G7 nations agreed to
shut down their coal plants by 2035 at the
latest. This includes the United States,
which still operates more than 200 coal-fired
power plants. It does not, however, include
China and India, which are standing up new
coal plants faster than the West is shutting
theirs down. The New American editorial
team discuss the conditions under which this
pledge will be enforced, why this
development is the canary in the coal mine,
and the suicidal nature of American society.

Also in this episode:

@ 20:35| The Massachusetts legislature just killed a plan to prioritize homeless veterans over migrants;

@ 31:10 | A discussion about Sound of Freedom producer Eduardo Verástegui’s comments about
globalists and pedophilia.

RELATED

Read Biden’s ESG Agenda

Watch “How Billionaire Revolutionaries Create Biden Policies”  

Stay on top of the truth behind the news with a subscription to The New American magazine HERE
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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